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Two Numerical Methods for the Solutions of Optimal
Control Problems With Computed Error Bounds Using

the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin

O. INTRODUCTION

0.1 Optimal Control

Optimal control is a dynamic optimization problem. The optimal

control approach to dynamic optimization divides the problem into

states and controls. At each instant of time the controls have an

effect on the change with respect to time of the states of the

system. The system is characterized by the states at each instant in

time. The system has a performance measure called the cost functional

and it is this cost functional which measures and determines the

optimal condition for the system.

The controls can be restricted to belong to a subset of its

defining space in which case the control problem is constrained.

Otherwise, it is unconstrained. The type of differential equation

that describes the states as well as the type of functional which

describes the performance measure will further subdivide optimal

control problems. These subdivisions are detailed in section 0.3.

0.2 The Statement of the Optimal Control Problem

Let the vector x(w,t) denote the state of the system where

the vector u(t) is the control function and J(u) is the cost

functional.

The optimal control problem considered in this thesis can be

stated as:

maximize J(u) = I L(x,u;Odt
0



subject to

4

X (U;t) = f(X,U;t)

x(u;o) =
xo

The spaces, norms, and restrictions for (0.1) will be presented in

the ensuing chapters.

0.3 Classification of the Optimal Control Problem

This thesis considers four subdivisions of problem (0.1). They

are - unconstrained, constrained, linear quadratic, and nonlinear.

0.3.1 Unconstrained - Unconstrained problems are maximizations

of (0.1) over all control functions in its defining space.

0.3.2 Constrained - Constrained problems are maximizations of

(0.1) over a subset of controls in its defining space.

0.3.3 Linear Quadratic - Linear quadratic problems have the

following form,

max 3(u) = 1/211(xT(t)Qx(t) + uT(t)Ru(t))dt
0

subject to

x (u;t) = Ax(u;t) + Bu(t)
(0.2)

x(u:o) =
xo

where Q is a symmetric negative semidefinite matrix and R is a

symmetric negative definite matrix. In optimal control literature

xl(u:t) = A(t)x(u.,t) + B(t)u(t)

is called a linear differential equation.

0.3.4 Nonlinear - Nonlinear problems are essentially described

by (0.1); that is, the differential constraint is nonlinear.

(0.1)

2



A(1 )0

A(t) is called the adjoint or costate function. It can be

considered as the dynamic equivalent of the Lagrangian for static

constrained optimization problems. Thus, the maximum principle

states that if v(t) maximizes (0.1), then

H(x(v;t),v(t),x(t);t)H(x(v:t),u(t),A(t);t)

for all u(t) belonging to its defining space constrained or uncon-

strained where v(t) belongs to the same space or subset of the space.

0.5 Notation

0.5.1 Spaces -

L2 [0'1]
the Hilbert space of n component vector

valued functions with inner product (x.y) =

I1 xT(t)y(t)dt such that (x,x) is

integrable.

PCn[0,1] space of piecewise continuous n compcnent

vector valued functions defined on [0,1].

3

0.4 The Maximum Principle of Pontryagin

Pontryagin et. al (15) proved that if there is an optimal control

function v(t) which maximizes (0.1) then v(t) maximizes the Hamilton-

ian, H(x,u,A:t) where

H(x,u,A:t) = fT(x,u;t))jt),

f and x are defined in section 0.5.3 and

A'(t) = - (x,v,A;t)

x=x(v;t)

Ai(1) = 0 i=1,...,n-1



U.

C[0l]

Rn

0.5.2 Norms -

11-112

11.11M

11)(11m

the space of continuous n component vector

valued functions defined on [0,1].

the Euclidean space of n component real

valued vectors.

the L[0,1] norm
2

the maximum norm. If xeCn[OW

max Ilx.11,1
1:jri 3 '''

the spectral norm. If Acmxn real matrices

spectral radius of ATA

the n -dimensional Euclidean vector norm

the essential supremum. If xcCn[0,1]

then,

max Ilx.11
3 c°4jg1

0.5.3 Functions - Let f:RnxRmx[0,1].4-Rn where f is continous

jointly in its first two arguments and piecewise continuous in its

third argument.

u(t)cRm,tc[0,1]denotes any control function while v(t)c

Rm,tc[0,1] denotes the optimal control.

x(t) = x(u;t)ERn,tc[0,1] denotes the function which describes

the state of the system given any control function u.

Aun denotes the adjoint function given any control function

4



"k(t) E
"(xk,uk'k;t)

DH DU

3H(u) aH(x ,u,A ;t)
u

DU DU

0.5.4 Miscellaneous - AT denotes the transpose of matrix A

(0,...,0)TERn

n n

xTQx = (E x. E , QEnxn matrices.
i=1 lj=1

Nv
E U'lly-L1112<6 for some E>0}.

QA
the set of admissible control functions

Df(x,h) E lim f(x + th) - f(t) if the limit exists.
t-±0+

Df(x)h E Df(x,h) when the right hand side is linear in h.

In
the nxn identity matrix.

0n
the nxn zero matrix.

0.6 Integro - Differential Equations Associated with Optimal

Control Problems

Much of what is presented here can be found in Bellman (1),

Coddington and Levinson (3). Falb and deJong (6), or Halkin (7).

Let xl(u;t) = f(x,u;t)

x(u;o) = xo (0.3)

x(t)ERn , tE[0,1]

where f is piecewise continuous with respect to tE[0,1], continuous

with respect to x and u,uELI121[0,1] and

Ilf(x,u;t)Ilna(t)Ilu(t)Ilm + b(t)11u(t) 11/1111x(011n

5



where a(t),b(t)>0 and integrable. For fixed essentially bounded u

a solution to (0.3) is defined to be a function (DM such that,

(1)(t) = xo + Itof(q),u;s)ds and

c;(t) = f(q)(t),u(t);t) a.e.

The solution (DM is absolutely continuous in tE[0,1].

Remark 0.1 (Coddington and Levinson (3)) There exists one and

only one solution (PM to (0.3) and it is bounded in [0,1] for each

fixed u which is essentially bounded. In particular if

y(t) = A(t)y(t) a.e.

A(t)Enxn matrices, A..(t) measurable

(0.4)

y(t)ER

te [0,1]

11A(011sol(t) where m(t) is integrable, then there

exists a unique solution (I) of (0.4) satisfying (1)(t0) = 4, and (I) (t) =

A(t)(1)(t) a.e..

Remark 0.2 (Coddington and Levinson (3)) The set of all

solutions to (0.4) form an n-dimensional vector space over R.

Let y1(t;t0) , y2(t;t0),...,yn(t;t0) be the set of n linearly

independent solutions to (0.4) with initial condition at t = to.

Define the fundamental matrix to be the matrix whose n columns are

the n linearly independent solutions of (0.4). Let YA(t;t0) denote

the fundamental matrix of (0.4) for which VA(t0,t0) = I. When the

meaning is clear, Y (t;t0) will be written t;t0).

Remark 0.3 For almost all tE[0,1]

6



d -A -A_ Y (t;t0) = AWY (t;t0).
dt

Let Y(t;t0) = Yqt;t0) in the sequel

Remark 0.4 If

dt

Z(t;t0) = A(t)Z(t;t0) a.e. and

Z(t0;t0) = C

then, Z(t;t0) = Y-(t;t0)C

Remark 0.5 (Coddington and Levinson (3)) Y-(t;t0) is nonsingular

in [0,1].

Remark 0.6 If

y(t) = A(t)y(t) a.e. and

dt

y(to) = C

then, y(t) =
I(t;to)C.

Remark 0.7 T-1(t;t0) satisfies the equation

Z(t;t0) = -Z(t;t0)A(t) a.e.

dt
(0.5)

Z(t0,t0) = In

Proof

-1
(I ) = CY-(t;t (t;t0))

dt n dt °

0 = d Y(t;t0)\-7 -1(t;t0) + Y-(t;t0) d -1(t;t0)

n dt dt

-`1-(t;t ) d -1(t;t0) = d IT(t;t0)Y_ -1(t;t0)
- o dt- dt

=A(t)

d-1 -
Therefore, (t;t0) = - Y (t;t0)A(t) a.e.

dt

which was to be shown.

7



Note that

[dt0
d

-1(tt ) d -1(t;t0) = - AT(t)Y -1(t;t0)

-1(t;t0) is called the adjoint matrix and it will be shown to be

related to the adjoint function x(t) of the maximum principle.

Remark 0.8 1(s;t1)Y(t1;t) = )7(s;t)

Proof Let

y(t) = A(t)y(t) a.e. (0.6)

By remark 0.6, y(t) = Y(ti;t)y(ti) unique. Thus,

Y(s.'t1 )Y(t1 ;t)y(t) = y(s) for all s,t1, ta0, 1].
-

But Y(s;t)y(t) = y(s). Therefore,

(t;t1)(t1;t)y(t) = Y(s;t)y(t) for all y satisfying 0.4.

Thus, Y(t;ti )7(ti ;t) = 17(s ;t)

Remark 0.9 Y(t;s) = i-1(s;t)

Proof: From remark 0.8, let t = s

7-(s ;ti )17(ti ;s) = Y(s,$) = In

which implies

(t 1;s) = Y
-1(s;t1)

But
t1

is arbitrary, and the remark is proved.

Remark 0.10 Let y = A(t)y(t) + p(t) a.e.

y(0 ) = c

Then, y(t) = 17(t; 0 ,c+ fotY (s;t)p(s)ds

Proof: y(t) = Y(t; 0 )c + fotY(t; u )`7 (s; 0 )p(s)ds

= Y(t; 0 )c + ftY(t; 0 )T( 0 ;s)p(s)ds
o-

8



= Y(t; 0)c + ftY(t;s)p(s)ds
o-

= Y(t;0 )c + ftY-- -1(s;t)p(s)ds
o

Remark 0.11 (Bellman (1)). If

dt-
Y(t;o) = AY(t;o) a.e.

y(t) = Ay(t) + p(t)
dt

y(o) = c

At t A(t-s)
then y(t) = e c + foe p(s)ds

Remark 0.14 (a) ifA(t)dt]T = fAT(t)dt

(b) re ]At T
ATt=e

0.7 Interval Analysis - References and Definitions

Guaranteed error bounds are computed using interval analysis.

A basic textbook on the subject of interval analysis is R.E. Moore (13).

L.T. Winter (17) has an introduction to interval analysis. The interval

analysis notation of Winter (17) is used in this thesis. In particular,

9

Y(o;o) = In

then Y(t;o)
eAt

where

eAt Er: In + At + A2t2 + + Antn + (0.9)

n!
Remark 0.12 (Bellman -1)) The matrix series (0.9) for eAt

exists for all A for any fixed value of t and for all values of t

for any fixed A. It converges uniformly in any finite region of

the complex t plane.

Remark 0.13 If
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aI E {x:a .5ya+} or aI = [a-,a+]

An interval valued function f/ will be called an interval

extension of f on ai if, for every blca-a/ ,f/(b/) is defined and

{f(t):teb/} ) This concept extends to real functions of more

than one variable by allowing each argument to range in an interval.

Intervals are connected,'compact subsets of R.

Definition 0.1 An optimal control problem (0.1) is called

normal if

Md,
= o

au

can be solved for u in terms of x, A, and t. It is locally normal

if this is true in a neighborhood of v, xv, and Av



1. THE PROOF OF THE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE OF PONTRYAGIN

1.1 Proof

The maximum principle of Pontryagin or simply the maximum principle

is proved here using FrOchet derivatives. Thus, an extension of the

usual calculus methods for finding relative maxima is obtained for optimal

control problems. The FrOchet derivative approach yields necessary

conditions for local maxima; however, these necessary conditions are

identical to those obtained by Pontryagin et. al. (15).

The proof of the maximum principle contained here is a weaker result

than found in Pontryagin (15) only because the differential constraint

must be assumed to be concave. Otherwise, the results contained here are

the same as found in Pontryagin (15). The proof is simple and well

motivated in that it generalizes the ordinary calculus notion of taking

a derivative and setting it equal to zero to find a relative maximum or

minimum.

The results (intermediate and final) of the maximum principle as proved

here are used in the sequel. That is the equations, intermediate and final,

are used in chapters 2, 3 and 4. These are used in developing the two

numerical methods derived here to obtain approximate solutions with

guaranteed error bounds.

Explicit s dutions using the maximum principle have been obtained for

a small class of problems. In particular, linear quadratic problems

have explicit solutions in the unconstrained case. Most optimal control

problems require numerical methods for obtaining (approximate) solutions.

10A



Theorem 1.1 (The Maximum Principle) Let

Qi E fu:ueLm
"[0
1] Hu

co- 'll

<11 Q2 = {u:uEL/121[0,1], , K a finite
A 2 A u u

number for each u} and
QA

is either Q1 or Q2
A A'

J(u) = foL(x,u;t)dt

x(u):[0,1]-4-Rn

xt(u;t) = f(x,u;t) such that

i(u;t) = fn(x,u;t) E L(X,W,t)

x(u;o) =
xo

where

xn(u;o) = 0

xl, are the states of the system and xxn_l (u;1) = 3(u) is the cost

functional.

11



Let D. = RnxRmx(t. ,t.)i = 0=t t1 < = 1

1 1-1 1 o N

and 0(f) = (to,t0U...11(tN...1,tN). Define

fi(x,u;t) = f(x,u;t), if te(ti-1,ti) where

fn is continuous

afi:D.÷RnxRn is continuous (nxn matrix)
--
ax

afi:Di->RnxRm is continuous (nxm matrix)

au

and (iv)11-fi(x,u;t)11na(t)11u(t)11m + b(t)11u(t)11mIlx(u;011n for

a(t),b(t)>0 and integrable. Given (x(t),u(t))B any bounded set in

RnxRm let there exist a positive constant LB such that

112(x1,u1;t)-af1(x2,u2;t)11s;LB(11x1
2 2 %

-x2 111-11-u211m)2

ax ax

andIlpfi(x ,u ;0-afi(x ,u -t)11 (11x -x 112 + 11u -1-1 112)1/2
1 1 2' s- B 1 2 n 1 2 n

Du au

where
LB

is independent of x, u and t but not necessarily of the set B.

Lastly, let f(x,u;t),te0(f) be concave as a function of u in Nv, vEQA

where v is assumed to exist and

xn(v;1)?.xn(u;1)
for all

UcQA nNv

Then there exists a vector valued function x(t),X:[0,1]Rn defined and

continuous over [0,1], differentiable on 0(f) and not identically zero

such that,

H(xv,v,Xv;t)H(xv,ukv;t) for all uEQA11 Nv

A(t) = - aH(x
v /

xi(1) = 0 i=1,...,n-1

xn(1) = 1

12
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Before proving the maximum principle a few lemmata and remarks

are presented. This proof of the maximum principle simplifies the

proof by Halkin (7) though Halkin, like Pontryagin, obtains global

results. In addition, Halkin (7) considers right hand endpoint

constraints for as many as the first n-2 states. The set QA in

Halkin (7) is the set of LAE PCm[0,1] such that u:[0,1]±Q=Rm where Q

is essentially bounded. Thus, QA in this thesis is more general.

The proof of the maximum principle given in Hasdorff (9) is typical

of many of the intuitive approaches to the maximum principle. Though

he uses Frechet derivatives in the proof, only the unconstrained case

is handled. The proof of the maximum principle contained in this thesis

1
is rigorous and considers the constrained case when QA is

QA
and the

unconstrained case when
QA

is Q2
A'

Remark 1.2 Let Q be bounded in L1[0,1],uEQ. Suppose f(x,u;t)
2

satisfies the conditions for f in theorem 1.1. Then the set of

vectors fx(u;O:ucQ,te[0,1]} is bounded in R.

Proof Ilf(x,u;t)11n.<a(t)11u(t)Ilm + b(t)11u(t)limIlx(u;011n

Define N(x) = 11x1In, dp(t) = Ilx(t)iln. Then using the fact that norms

are differentiable since they are convex, the chain rule, and the fact that

ON(x,h)0(h)

(t) = DN(x(t),x (t))5(t)11u(t)Ilm b(t)Hu(t)Il (D(t) .

Let B(t) = Itob(s)11u(s)Ilmds, then

(4)1(t) - a(t)1111(t)11n 131(t) (1)(t))e-B(t)0 a.e. .

That is (1)(t)e-B(t) fa(s)1 lu(s)11 e-B(s)ds is nonincreasina

-
_toa,s (s)dsos-Thus, cD(t)e-B f ( )11u(s)Ile-B ( ) 11xm 01111



B(t) B(t) tAnd (I)(t)d kj + e foa(s)Ilu(s)IIme-B(s)ds

1But f0b(s)Ilu(s)11mds,<f0b(s)11u(s)Ilmds

.d1b112-11u112

01-K

Thus, Ita(s)11u(s)11me-B(s)ds<A K.01K
' 1

Thus q) is bounded te [0,1] which was to be shown.
2

. 1

If QA is QA, then x(u;t) is bounded. If QA is QA, then x(u;t)

is bounded for each u. Thus, the set B of theorem 1.1 can be considered

1as being generated by the essentially bounded functions u of QA or

2Q. In the latter case, LB is a constant depending only on u.

Let Q = fu:Ilull <K ,K finite, ueL2[0,1]1. Then for UEQ, 3f
co' U U

and pf are bounded since they satisfy a Lipschitz condition on bounded

sets of (x(t),u(t)).

1
Remark 1.3

QA is a convex, weakly compact subset of Lm[OW.
2

Proof That Q1 is convex follows immediately from its definition.A
1 1

iSince QA is convex, it is sufficient to show QA s closed and bounded.

1
Let un eQA and

un
in L2[0,1], then ueL2[0,1] Rudin (15) page 70

proves that there exists a subsequence of fun} which converges

pointwise almost everywhere to u(t). Let
unj

be that subsequence.

14

Since norms are continuous

Ilun.(t) l!m-qu(t)Ilm a.e.
i
0

But Ilun.(t)Ilm;1 a.e., therefore Ilu(t)111.1 1a.e. so that Ilull..<1 and

1 _i 1

i

1uEQA. fherefore, QA is closed. It is obvious that QA s bounded

L2[0M. Thus, the remark is proved.m

Remark 1.4 Let u1u2EQA. Let C be any measurable subset of

[0,1]. Define u3 as follows:
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tEC

u3(t) =

u2(t)
tE[0,1T\C

Then u3EQA.

Proof 11u3(t)Ilmorox Olul(t)1 , 11u2(t)11m)

Obviously, u3EL/121[0,1]. Therefore, u3 EQA which was to be shown.

The set 0-1:11u11211 does not satisfy the above remark.

To see this, let

u1(t) =

0 1/2<-11

u2(t) = 10 Ot<1/2

(2

As will be seen in the proof of the maximum principle, it is essential

that controls have the property described in remark 1.4.

Remark 1.5 The following theorems are stated without proofs

since the proofs can be found in standard text books on optimization or

approximation theory (see Demynov and Rubinov (4)).

Let f be a functional from a setScff to the extended reals

R.

f concave on S implies that there exists Df(x,h), hES-x.

If Df(x ,h) .<0 for all hES-x , then

f(x ) = sup f(x) .

xES

Let S be a convex set. If f(x ) = sup f(x) and if Df(x ,h)

exists, hES-x then
xES

Df(x ,h); 0 for all hES-x

*
If f(x ) = sup f(x) where x belongs to the interior of the

xES
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set S and if there exists Df(x)h, h6S-x for all x in a neighborhood of

x , then

Df(x )h = 0.

Gronwall's Inequality Let K be a constant, f(t) a continuous

function and g(t) an integrable nonnegative function for atb satisfying

the inequality

f(t);K + ftg(s)f(s)ds
a

then f(t);K.exp(ftg(s)ds) at;b.
a

Proof Let p(t) = ftag(s)ds and

r(t) = fta(s)f(s)ds
a-

g(t)f(t).9g(t)K + g(t)(ftag(s)f(s)ds)

r(t) - g(t)K - g(t)r(t)0

dit(e-p(t)(r(t) + K)).< 0 so that

e-p(t)(r(t) + K) is a non^increasing function on the

interval ia,b] . Thus

e-P(t)(r(t) + e-P(a)(r(a) + K) = K

r(t) + K K.e-P(t) .

But r(t) + K = ftag(s)f(s)ds + K f(t) implies that

f(t) K exp (ftg(s)ds) atJ)
a

which was to be shown.

Remark 1.6 Let f:S=3(- 4-Z be given where S is convex, Y. and Z are

Banach spaces. If f is differentiable on E = [0,1]Nt1,...,tn}, then

f(x2)1!,:suPllf(x1) Df(tx1 + (1-0x2,(x1-x2)) Ilz
teE
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The proof to the above remark can be found in Dieudonn (5).

Remark 1.7 Lef f6c.7.5( Z be given where S is convex and X and Z

are Banach spaces. Let f(x) be Fr6chet differentiable such that Df(x)h

has a Lipschitz constant Ms with respect to x. Then,

11f(x + w) (f(x) + Df(x)w) 11zMs11w11-2- (1.2)

Proof Let (1)(t) = f(x + w) - f(x) - tDf(x)w. Usinn remark 1.6

11f(x + w) (f(x) + Df(x)w)Ilz = 111)(1)11,

; sup

IlD(t)1ot1

Iz= sup 1lDf(x + tw)w Df(x)w l

sup 1lDf(x + tw) - Df(x)11z11w11

cl;t1

sup tMs 11w4

Ms11w4

which was to be shown.

By partitioning [0,1] into small subintervals and taking limits,

the above inequality can be "improved" by a factor of 1/2 and it can be

shown that Ms/2 is the smallest factor that can be obtained. For this

thesis (1.2) will suffice.

Remark 1.8 Let f:W = 3-60(+Z be given where X,Y and Z are Banach

spaces and 11'11w E (11'11-2 + 11'11-2)1/2.

If 3f and 3f exist and are continuous, then for any
wo

= (x ,y )614,
o o

= (h,k)EW

Df(wo)R
= 3f(xo ,yo )h + 3f(x0

,yo )k.

The proof of the above remark can be found in Dieudonn (5).



Remark 1.9 Let f.S;r1 = )-TxT(--31 be given where X,Y,Z and

are defined as above, S a convex bounded set. Let Df and Df
haveDxDy

Lipschitz constants of
M51' M52 respectively on S with respect to x

and y. Then the derivative of f has a Lipschitz constant of
Ms

=
Msl

Ms2*

Proof Let w = (x,y)ES and k = (h,k)ES.

Ilpf(n) - Df(w2)11 = maxIlDf(wOk - 0f(w2)9.11z

max IlDf(x1,y1)h + Df(xl,y1)k -
Dx Dy

1121

Df(x2 ,y2
)h - pf(x2,y2)1(11

Dx
-37 z

max
(Hs1(11x1- 11Y1-Y211-)1/211hh

119-111,41

Ms2(11x1

18

11Y1 - Y211fd1/211kIly)

(1.3)

sl Ms2)11w1 - w2Hw

which was to be shown.

Remark 1.10 Let f5=',1 = XxY.41 be defined and satisfy the

conditions of remark 1.9. Then

11f(x+h,Y+k) - (f(x,y) + Df(x,y)h +
Df(x,Y)OlIz'

Dx Dy

Ms(11h4 111(11;7) .

Proof From equation (1.2)

Ilf(w) - (f(u) + Df(u)g)11zmslIZI1 24 where



w = (x+k,y+k),u = (x,y) and = (h,k).
Ms = Msl M52

by remark 1.9. From remark 1.8,

Ilf(w) - (f(u) + Df(u) =

2
Ilf(x+h,y+k) - (f(x,y) + Df(x,y)h + 9f(x,y)k)105112.1114.

3y

2 2
Since IlkI 2

lw = 11h1lx 11k11--, the remark is proved.

Let G(u) denote the solution to the differential equation

constraint of theorem 1.1,

xl(u;t) = f(x,u;t)

x(u;o) =
xo

By the assumptions to theorem 1.1, G(u) exists, is unique, continuous

on 0(f) and bounded on [0,1] for each ucQA.

G:QA-4-Cn[0,11 where the norm of C[0,1] will be the maximum norm

111111.

Lemma 1.11 Let the conditions for theorem 1.1 hold. Then

1 2G(u) is uniformly continuous on QA and on Q any bounded convex subset of Qv

Proof Let x(u;t) = G(u) for a fixed UcQ. Here Q will be as

above or Q1V It must be shown that y(w;t) x(u;t) in the maximum norm

as h = w-u-*o in the L2 [0,1] norm. For all te[0,1], setting z(t) =

y(w;t) - x(u;t) the following holds.

11Y(w;t) - x(Lr,t)Iln

= Ilito(f(Y,w;s) - f(x,u;s))dslIn

foll(f(Y,w;s) - f(x,w;s) f(x,w;s) - f(x,u;s)11nds

ftIlf(y,w;s) - f(x,w;s)11nds

follf(x,w,$)-f(x,u;s)1Inds

19



by remark 1.6 * It sup Haf(cv+(l,x)x,w;s)z(s)11nds +
ax

t II
f suollafx,f3w+(l-f)u;s)h(s)11ds
o

.
n

171

;t sup IlDf(my (1cc)X,W;S11

Ocl ax
0

ft
supIlDf(x,f3w+(1-)u;s11sIlh(s)11mds

By remark 1.2 afIlsK1 and HafIls.<K2 where Kl and K2 depend on Q.
ax 911

Therefore

Ilz(t)1111K2flo Ilh(s)11mds + ft0K1llz( ) Hnds

Applying Holde,"'s inequality to the first integral,

Ilz(t)linK21111112 + ItoKillz(s)11nds

Applying Gronwall's inequality to the above,

Ilz(t) 1111=1(211 h1e12Klt

. 1(11[1112 Since the right hand side does not

depend on t,

11 lyKlIh112 which was to be shown. Note that lemma 1.11

implies that af, and af satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to ticQin,.
ax Du

Lemma 1.12 Let the conditions to theorem 1.1 hold. Then G(u) is

1 2
FrOchet differentiable for all uEQA or for all uc1=QA, Q convex bounded,

and DG(u)h = ft -1(s;t)af(x,u;s)h(s)ds (1.4)

DU

where Y(t;o) is the fundamental matrix of

1

q (u;t) = af(x,u;t)q(u;t)
ax

hatA - u ,

A
is or or Q.

'A

Proof Let h and z be defined as in lemma 1.11.

)11nds +

20



z1(t) = f(y,w;t) f(x,u;t)

= pf(x,u;t)z(t) + 3f(x,u;f)h(t) + R(x,u,z,h;t) .

DX DU

Let R(t) E R(x,u,z,h;t). By remark 1.10,

11R(t)Iln = Ilf(yow,t) f(x,u;t) 3f(x,u;t)z(t) af(x,u;t)h(t)Iln
DX DU

2,

2L(Ilz(0112r, Ilh112)

21_(1z11 11h1122)

where L is the Lipschitz constant for 3f and 3f on QA. L depends on
px 3u

QA.
By lemma 1.11,

IIR(t)11n:2L(K211h11 11h1122)

2
= 2L(K241)11h112 = MIlhll

Let p (u;t) = 3f(x,u;t)p(u;t) + af(x,u;t)h(t)
DX DU

p(u;o) = 0

Let E(t) = 112(t) - p(u;t)Iln

= Ilf!Df(x,u;s)(z(s) - p(u;s))ds
u3x

+ ftR(s)dslIn

fl 3f(x,u;s)11sE(s)ds + MIlh1122 .

Using Gronwall's inequality and recalling that pf is bounded by K1 on

3x

2 M t
E(t)M..11h112e 1

j111111122

But G(u+h) - G(u) = z(t). If p(u;t) is linear in h and bounded onA'
then it is the Frchet derivative of G at u in the direction h. From

remarks 0.8, 0.9, and 0.10,
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Lipschitz constant.

11F(y,Y1;t) - F(y,Y2;0115d1Df(y;011s1071(t;o)
Dx

where '71'(t.o) is the fundamental matrix for-
1

q (u1;t) = Df(x
1u' l't)ci(ui;t)

and

Y(
- -1p(u;t) = foqt;o)Y (s;o)Df(x?u;s)h( )ds

Du

- -1
= ft ( ;t) Df(x,u;s)h(s)ds.

u

Thus p(u;t) is linear in h. Writing p(u.,t) as an integral equation,

p(u;t) = ftoDf(x,u;s)p(u,$)ds + ftoDf(x,u;s)h(s)ds
ax , DU

Proceeding as before and using Gronwall's inequality, it can be seen

that

IIPIlm=11fIlsIlh112eXP(IlafIls)
DU ax

;K1111112 where K = K2eK1

Since QA is bounded so is QA-u and p is bounded, which was to be shown.

Let -17(t;o) denote the fundamental matrix of lemma 1.12 and
QA

be

1 2

QA
or QC Q.

et

Remark 1.13 Y(t;o) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in u for Lies-211.

0 Y(t;o) = Df(x,u;t)Y(t;o) Y(o;o) = In
dt DX

Let F(x,u,Y;t) = Df(x,u;t)Y(t;o). Then
ax

Y-(t;o) = In + ft0F(x,u,Y;s)ds. Let y(t) = (x(t),u(t))

W = RnxRmand as before. F(x,u,Y;t) satisfies a Lipschitz

condition in y and Y-(t;o) since

11F(Y1 ,V;t) - F(y2,Y;t) 115:11Df(Y1;t) - af(Y2;011s11 Y(t;0)11s
DX ax

.51-111Y1-Y211 wIly(t;o)11
s

The last inequality is true since Df is Lipschitz on QA where L
1

is its
Dx

22
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Y2(t;0) for q1(u2;t) = af(x,,u2;t)q(u2;t). But
DX 6'

afl .51(1 on QA and F(y,Y;t) is Lipschitz in Y. Let L2 be its
ax

Lipschitz constant. By remark 1.9,

11F(Y1,Y0t) - F(Y2,Y2;t)1122(11412)(11Y1-Y21112,1+11X1-121122)

Thus, letting L = L1 + L2

1Y1 (t;o) - 2(t;(1 1 .ftollF(Y-1,Y);s) - F(y2,Y2;s)112sds1.
,Lf(t)Ily,(s) - y2(s)Il ds

fotl- I I Yi

But Ilyi(s) - y2(s)11,2, = Ilys) - x2(s)11,2, IlLys) - U2(S)112m

by lemma 1.11 :Kllui - d21122 d1(s) - u2(s)11r211

=((+1)11111 -u2I122

Thus
I
1)71 (t;o) - Y2(t;o)11 ;L(K+1 )11111 u2I1

foL ys;o) - 12(s;o)Il5ds
.

t

Using Gronwall's inequality and letting M2 be the resulting constant,

Ilyt;o) - Y-(t;o) *M2"u 2
II1 - u2112 which was to be shown.

Note that Y -1(s;o) is Lipschitz in ud-2A since by remark 0.7
T

[ d Y -1(s;o)]T = JY (s;o) = - afT(x,u;s)Y '(5;O)
dt ds DX

Remark 1.14 If f(x) and g(x) satisfy a Lipschitz condition on

a bounded set ScZT, then f(x)g(x) and f(g(x)) also satisfy a Lipschitz

condition on Sc:)-(- with appropriate domains and ranges.

Note that remark 1.13 and 1.14 imply that Y -1(s;t) = Y(t;o)Y -1(s;o)

satisfies a Lipschitz in ud-2A.

Let (P:Cn[0,1]4-R be defined by

4)(x) E X (U;1) (1.5)

Remark 1.15 (1) is linear and the operator norm is 1.

(s;o) - 12(s;0)112sds .
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Remark 1.16 4D(G(u)) = J(u)

Remark 1.17 DJ(u)h = 0(DG(u)h)

Remark 1.18 Let the conditions to theorem 1.1 hold. Then

DG(u)h satisfies a Lipschitz condition on QA.

Proof DG(u)h = f(t)Y -1(s;t) af(x,u;s)h(s)ds
DU

by (1.4). Y (s;t) and af(x,u;s) satisfy Lipschitz conditions with
DU

respect to u, the latter by the hypothesis to theorem 1.1 and lemma 1.11

since u is essentially bounded. Therefore, by remark 1.14 the product

is Lipschitz and the remark is proved.

Remark 1.19 Let the conditions for theorem 1.1 be satisfied.

The 0 of equation (1.5) satisfies a Lipschitz condition on QA.

Proof 143(x1) - 4)(x2)1 = lxn(u1;1) - xn(u2;1)1

1(111-11 u2112

by lemma 1.11 and the remark is proved.

Remark 1.20 Let the conditions for theorem 1.1 hold. Then

DJ(u)h satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to u in Q.

Proof Since DJ(u)h = 0(DG(u)h), remarks 1.18, 1.19, and 1.14

imply that DJ(u)h is Lipschitz which was to be shown.

Proof (of the maximum principle)

By remark 1.17, lemma 1.12, and (1.5)

DJ(v)h = 0(DG(v)h)

= 0(fT -1(s;t)
_g(xv,v;s)h(s)ds)o
DU

= I1-Y
-1(s;1)Df(xv,v;s)h(s)ds (1.6)
n

DU

where Y. -1(s;t) denotes the nth row of Y -1(s;t). By remark 0.7

d Y -1(s0) = - Y -1(s;1)af(x ,v;s)
ds -;-(- v

and Y -1(1;1) = In.



Therefore,

d Y -/(s;1) - Y - s;1) Df(x ,v;s) .

ds n
-fl

ax v

Define A(t) = Y-11-1(t;1) , a row vector valued function. Then,

A (t) = A(t)af(x ,v;t)
ax v

(1) = 0 i = 1,...,n-1

An(1) = 1 .

Since H(x,u,A;t) = f1(x,u;t)A1 fn(x,u;t)An

aH(t) = [DH ]

DX
DX1

Dxn

= A(t)af(x,u;t) .

DX

Thus, A (t) = - DH(x,v,A;t)
3x

x = x(v;t)

implies that (2), (3) and (4) of theorem 1.1 are satisfied. Note that,

Ti
= - afT(x,v;t)AT(0 and

Dx

DH(x,u,A;t) = X(03f(x,u;t) .

ax Du

Equation (1.6) becomes, where x= x(v;t)

DJ(v)h = I1A(s)Df(x,v;s)h(s)ds
o

= f1DH(x,v;s)h(s)ds
a--
Du

For all
he,c2A-v

by remark 1.5 part (2) since v is an optimal control,

QA
is convex and the derivative exists,

DJ(v)h = f1aH(x,v;s)h(s)ds0.
°Tu

Next it is shown that the integrand is less than or equal to zero.

25



Let h(t) = w(t) - v(t) for any w(t)EQA. Then the above inequality

implies that

141(x,v,A;s)w(s)dsf1aH(x,v,A!.,$)v(s)ds .

ou o
D-u

Suppose there exists -t-N-EQA such that

for tEC and p(C)>0.

v(t) tE[0,1]\C
Let w (t) =

. w(t) teC

By remark 1.4, w (t)EQA. However, this implies that

f1Dil(x,v,A;s)w*(s)ds>f1DH(,v,A;s)v(s)ds
Du

which contradicts (1.7). Therefore

Did(x,v,A;s)h(s).<0 a.e. for all ha2A-v
Du

By assumption f(x,u;t) is concave with respect to u in
Nv

which

implies H(x,u,x;t) = fT(x,u;t)r(t) is concave with respect to u. Note

that as a function of u, K(u) = H(xvv;0 has differential,
DK(u)h = DH(x ,u,A ;Oh(t)Tu v v

for all Fie0A-u But H concave and (1.8) imply by remark 1.5 part (1)

that v is also the optimal function for H(xv,u, x;t). Therefore,

H(xv,v,xv;t)?.H(xv,u,Av;t) for all LJEQAANv

and the theorem is proved.

2Note that if i
A

s QA' then

1DJ(v)h = I DH(x,v,X;s)h(s) = 0 .

Since the above is true for all hEs2A- v= Q2 -v = Q2 choose h(s) =
A A'

DH(x,v,A;t)w(t)>DH(x,v,X;Ov(t)

26
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2
sgn (DH(x,v,A;s))EQA (see remark 3.4). This implies that

DU

DH(x,v,x;s) = 0 a.e. and

DH(x,v,x;s)h(s) = 0 a.e.

Thus v is an interior maximum for H.

Definition 1.1 Let f:ScX->Y, f differentiable.

x ES is called a stationary point of f if

Df(x ,h).<0 , for all heS-x .

Drop the concavity assumption for f(x,u;t) in theorem 1.1

Then theorem 1.1 says the following. If v maximizes the cost

functional, then v is a stationary point for the Hamiltonian.

Remark 1.21 If f(x,u;t) is independent of xn, then An(t) 7 1

and H(x,u,A;t) = f(x,u;t)A(t) + L(X-,u;t)

where f = (fi,...,fn_l)T , 3C= (x1,...,xn_1)1 and A = (X'An-1)

Proof:

A (t) = - A(t)Df(X,V;t)
DX

4

An(t) = - A(t)(af(x,v;Onth column

= - x(t)(3f1,...,Dfn)T

n
xn

Since An(1) = 1 ,

An
E 1.

Since fnt) = L(x,u;t) and An(t) E 1

H(x,u,A;t) = f(x,u;t)(Al(t

= f(x,u;t)A(t) + fn(x,u;t)-1

27



_T_ _T
= f(x,u;t)x(t) + L(x,u;t)

which was to be shown.

The linear quadratic as defined (0.2) has the differential constraint

independent of
xn.

For notational convenience, let the dimension of the

first n-1 differential constraints of the linear quadratic problem

be n where problem (1.1) can be thought of having been n+1. Therefore,

(0.2) is restated as follows.

max J(u) = 1/24(xT(t)Qx(t) + uT(t)Ru(t))dt

uEQA

x (u;t) = Ax(u;t) + Bu(t)

x(u;o) =
xo

x(t)ER , u(t)R' , A nxn matrix, B nxm matrix,

Q negative semidefinite nxn matrix, and R negative definite mxm matrix.

By remark 1.21

H(x,u,x;t) = (Ax(t) + Bu(t))Tx(t) + 1/2xT(t)Qx(t) + IDT(t)Ru(t)

x(t) = - DH(x,u,X;t) = - ATx(t) - Qx(t) (1.9)

x(1) = 0

x(t)ERn where x(t) is considered a column vector and is

AT(t) of theorem 1.1 except for the last component.

Remark 1.22 The linear quadratic problem satisfies the conditions

to theorem 1.1.

Proof f(x,u;t) = Ax(u;t) + Bu(t). As a function of x, f is

continuous for fixed u and as a function of u,f is continuous for

fixed x. Since t does not occur explicitly; that is, f(x,u;t) = f(x,u),

f is continuous for all t[0,1]. Moreover, since f is affine in x and

28
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u, f is continuous in (x(t),u(t))ERnxRm. A similar argument shows that

L(x,u;t) = 1/2xT(t)Qx(t) + 1/2uT(t)Ru(t)

is continuous in (x(t),u(t);OcRnxRmx[0,11.

3f (x,u;t) = A
Dx

3L(x,u;t) = xT(t)Q
Dx

3f(x,u;t) = B
Du

3L(x,u;t) = uT(OR
3u

All the above are continuous in RnxRmx[0,1] and satisfy a Lipschitz

condition in x and u.

Ilf(x,u;t)1 11All51 x(u.,t)11r,

Let 0;-;1 and (1,).

f(x,-u1+2;t) = .f(x,u1;t) + (3f(x,u2;t) .

Thus, f is concave with respect to u.

L(x,..q41 +(3u2'
.t) = 1/2xT(t)Qx(t) +

1/2.2u1T(t)Ru1
(t) +

ccu1T(t)Ru2(t) + 102u2T(t)Ru2(t) .

Therefore L(x,cql1+13u2;t) - (.L(x,u1;t) + a(x,u2;t)) =

1/2(=2-.=)u1T(t)Ru1(t) + -13u1T(t)Ru2(t) + 1/2032-0u2T(t)Ru2(t) =

1/2=g0.11(t)+u2(0)TR(ul(t)+u2(t)))0 .

Thus, L(x,u;t) is strictly concave with respect to u. All the conditions

for theorem 1.1 hold for all ucLm[0,1] and the remark is proved.
2

1.2 Examples

Example 1 Let LIEQA, u twice differentiable.



xl(u;t) = u(t)

x(o) = 1

max J(u) = -1/210 (t)+u2(t))dt .

uts/A

The problem is linear quadratic. Using remark 1.21 and the

equations (1.9)

x(t) = 1 + ftou(t)dt

H(x,u,A;t) = f(x,u;t) A(t)

= u(t)A(t) - 1/2(x2(t) + u2(0)

aH(x,u,A;t) = -x(t)

A(t) = x(t)

A(1) = 0 which implies that

A(t) = - 4x(s)ds

1 s
= -It(l+fou(r)dr)ds

aH(x,u,A;t) = A(t) - u(t)

1, s , ,

= -It(l+foumdr)ds - u(t)

From (1.6)

DJ(u)h = flaH(x,u,X;Oh(t)dt

1 1 s
= - Io(ft(l+fou(r)dr)ds+u(0)h(t)dt

For the unconstrained case, DJ(v)h = 0 for all heQA-v which implies

that M(x,v,A;t) = 0.
au
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Thus,

-Sv

't`1+)o
(r)dr)ds v(t) = 0 or

1 s
ftfov(r)drds+v(t) = t-1 .

Hence, v(1) = 0. Differentiating (1.10),

o-

v(r)dr + v = 1

v (o) = 1. Differentiating (1.11),

v(t) - 7(t) = 0 which implies

v(t) = aet + bet

v(1) = 0 = ae + be

(t) = aet - bet

(o) = 1 = a - b

or a 1 b = - e2 and

e2+1 1+e2

v(t) = 1 (et-e2e-t)

e2+1

(t) = 1 (e++e2e-t)>0 thus Iv(t)I.< e2-1 <1 .

e2+1 e2+1

The unconstrained solution is also the constrained solution.

x(t) = 1 + 1 It(e5-e2e-5)dt

e2+1

(et+e2e-t)= 1

e2+1

(1.10)
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Example 2: Let ucQA = QA

x(t) = -x(t) u(t)

x(0) . 1

max J(u) = -1/2f1ou2(t)dt .

uEQA

The problem is linear quadratic. Using remark 1,21 and

equations (1.9)

H(x,u,x;t) = -x(t)x(t) +u(t)x(t) 1/2u2(t)

a(x,u,x;t) = A(t)-u(t) .

3u

Assume the problem is unconstrained. This implies that

DJ(v)h = o or that 311(x,v,A;t) .0 .

DU

x = x(v;t)

Thus, A(t) - v(t) = 0 or

v(t) = A(t)

ald(x,v,A;t) = -x(t)

Al(t) = A(t)

A(t) = c et but x(1) = 0 means that c = 0.

Therefore, x(t) E 0 so that v(t) = 0. Now

xl(t) = -x(t)

x(0) = 1 implies that

x(t) = et
.

Note that for the initial valued differential constraint problem where

T(i,u;t) is a function of x'xn-1 u and t with a cost functional
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integrand L(x,u;t)
u2k(t)

v(t) E 0 .

In many applications, the differential constraint is a boundary

valued problem. The optimal control in this case is not identically

zero in most cases.
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2. UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS AND INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

2.1 Optimal Control Problems as Integral Equations

This chapter deals with locally normal (see definition 0.1)

unconstrained optimal control problems which satisfy the conditions

to theorem 1.1. Call this class of optimal control problems, class

4. Class q problems will be solved by transforming the original problem

into an integral equation which will then be put into a form suitable

for finding approximate solutions. The linear quadratic problem will be

shown to be in class 4. It is transformed into a linear integral

equation and it will be shown that the kernel is continuous and the

first derivative of the kernel with respect to the integrating factor

is bounded on [0,1]. Thus, guaranteed error bounds for the approximate

solution of the state function will be obtained for linear quadratic

problem using interval analytic techniques developed by Winter (17) and

is discussed in chapter 4 and appendix A.

Nonlinear class problems can be transformed into nonlinear

integral equations with a kernel that is discontinuous with respect

to its integrating factor. Since Winter (17) assumes the kernel of

the nonlinear integral equation is continuous with respect to the

integrating factor, his method does not apply. Approximate solutions to

the nonlinear problem can be obtained, and in chapter 4 methods for

obtaining guaranteed bounds are suggested. Before discussing linear

quadratic problems, the conditions necessary for an optimal control

problem to be locally normal are developed. First, the implicit function

theorem is stated without proof.
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Implicit Function Theorem (Dieudonne (5)) Let E,F,G be three

Banach spaces, f continuously differentiable mapping of an open subset A

of ExF into G. Let (x ,y ) be a point of A such that f(x ,y o)
= 0

o o o

and the partial derivative 3f(x0,yo) be invertible where 3f(x ,y ) is
o o

py

a linear mapping of F onto G. Then there is an open neighborhood U0 of

xo
in E such that for every connected neighborhood U of xo

contained in

Uo, there is a unique continuous mapping u of U into F such that

u(x0) = yo , (x,u(x))EA and f(x,u(x)) = 0 for any xEU. Furthermore,

u is continuously differentiable and its derivative is given by

uf(x) = - (3f(x,u(x)))-.1(3f(x,u(x))).
By DX

It has been seen in the discussion following theorem 1.1 that the

unconstrained problem can be reduced to solving,

3H(v) = 0 a.e. .

DU

If 3H satisfies the conditions of the implicit function theorem where

3u

(x ,A ;t) =
Xo

in the above, then the unconstrained problem is locally
v v

normal. For the linear quadratic problem,

3H(u) = AT(t)B uT(t)R

3u

which in continuously differentiable in (x(t),A(t),t) and,

D2H(x,u,A;t) = R

3u2

which is invertible. Therefore, linear quadratic problems are normal

which could have been determined by inspection.

The conditions to theorem 1.1 are not enough to imply that the

optimal control problem (1.1) where LIES-2A is locally normal.

Remark 2.1 Let the conditions to theorem 1.1 hold. Assume that

i*
D2fi and2fi exist and are continuous in a neighborhood N of

3u2 DXDU

(X ).
v(t),V(tA

(t),ti) for tic(t-1'. t
'

.) i = 1...,N. Assume
' v 1 1



A(t)D2fi(x,u;ti) is invertible in Ni*. Then the optimal control

problem (1.1) is locally normal.

Proof Keeping the notation from theorem 1.1

DH(u) = A(t)Dfi(x,u;t). Thus,
Du Du

,

D2H (u) = X(t)2D fi oc,u;t)
DxDu DXDU

2 , ,

H 0) = Df (x,u;t)
3A41 Du

32H(u) = A(t)D2f1(x,u;t)
2

DU

The application of theorem 1.1 to unconstrained optimal control problems

implies that

DH(v) = 0 a.e. .

3u

The conditions of remark 2.1 imply that the implicit function theorem

can be applied where v(t1)=y0 and (x(t'(t ),ti) is xo in the theorem

i = 1...,N. Thus the remark is proved.

Definition 2.1 An optimal control problem is in class Q if it

satisfies the conditions of remark 2.1.

Class Q is nonempty since it contains the linear quadratic

problems. Moreover, unless an explicit function ql(x06t) is found for

which v(t) = qi(x,A;t) where DH(x ,qi(x,,,;t),x;t) = 0
v

q (x,),:t) exists for te(t.
1

,t.) i = 1,...,N, the1- 1

method is theoretically useful, but in practice, useless.

2.1.1 Unconstrained Linear Quadratic Problems - The linear

quadratic problem is given by (1.9). Since as a column vector,

DHT(v) = BTA(t) + Rv(t) = 0 and
Du

v(t) = - RBTA(t) (2.1)

and
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Substituting for u(t) in (1,9)

x1(t) = Ax(t) BR-113TA(t)

V(t) = ATA(t) - 0x(t)

x(t) = eAtxo - !toeA(t-s )ds)BR-1-T''s

1

x(t) = fte-AT(t-s)'Qx(s)ds

or x(t)
eAtx0

floys,t)A(s)ds

_eA(t-s )BR-1 BT o.<.st1
where G (s,t) =

1

0

A(t) = fiG (s,t)x(s)dso2

where
(- 0 o<stl

G (s = ) T
2 ' e-A (t-s)0 o;-ts:1 .

Substituting (2.4) into (2.3)

x(t) = eAtx + f1(f1G (s t)G (r s)ds)x(r)dr
o o o 1 ' 2 '

For or5tl, let

1

ki(r,t) = foys,t)G2(r,$)ds

= - freA(ts)BR1BTeAT(s-r)Qds

From the above k1(r'r) = k2(r'r).

For cl tr1, let

k2(r,t) = flG1 (s,t)G2'
(r s)ds

o

= - fteA(t-s)BR-1BTe-AT(s-r)Qds .

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)
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i(r,t) ot. 1

Let k(r,t) =

k2(r'
.

(2.7)

The function k(r,t) is continuous for or,t1. The state function

is the linear integral equation

x(t) = eAtxo + f1k(r,t)x(r)dr (2.8)
o

where k(r,t) is defined by (2.7). Let D BR-1BT

A(t-r) At t -As -ATs T ATr
akr't) = - e DQ - e (f e De ds)A e Q

Dr

Dko(r,t) = - eAt(Ite-AsDe-AIsds)ATeATrO

Dr

and
ak2 are continuous for or, t-51, but Dkir,r) - Dk2(r,r) = - DO.

1(.1arDr Drar
Therefore, ak(r,t) is discontinuous at r = t. However, it can be seen that

Dr

38

12/ 1 L
Dr

on [0 11

Equation (2.8) and the above inequality are Used in conjunction with

interval analytic techniques to obtain approximate solutions to the

linear quadratic problem with guaranteed error bounds. The method is

described in chapter 4 and appendix A.

2.1.2 Nonlinear Problems - Nonlinear optimal control problems

often have no explicit formula for v in terms of xv and Av as do all

linear quadratic problems. Assume the nonlinear problem belongs to

class Q. This means by the implicit function theorem, that there

exist continuous functions qi(x,x:t) , i = 1...,N such that

i*
qi(x,A.,t) is differentiable in N

v
and

v(t) = qi(xoc.t) t(tit) . (2.9)



x'(t) = f(x,q(x,x;t),t)

= d(x,A;t)

x(o) =
xo

A(t) = - aH(x,q(x,x;t),A;t)
Dx

= - x(t)9f(x,q(x,x;t);t)

= e(x,x;t)

A(1) = (0,...,1)

Recall A(t) is a row vector. Define

Y(t) = (xT(t),A(0)T,

YI(t) = (dT(Y;t),e(Y;WT

= F(y;t) and

(2.10)

(2.11)

39

Equation (2.9) is substituted into the differential equations

describing x and A where q(x,A;t) = qi(x,x;t) for tE(ti_l,ti), Here

q:RnXRmx0(f)±Rn where it is understood that q(x,x;t) = q(x(t),x(t):t).
N

Let te0(f) and N = U NI . Then
v v

c = (x1(0),...,xn(0),A1(1),....An(1))T .

Next the solution to (2.10) and (2.11) is written as a nonlinear

integral equation. The method used to obtain the integral equation in

this thesis greatly simplifies the method that Falb and deJong (6)

use to transform nonlinear unconstrained optimal control problems into

integral equations.



Let,

endpoint conditions are satisfied and that the derivative of y(t) is

F(y;t), where y(t) is described by the above integral equation.

y(o) = c + flok2(s,o)F(y;s)ds

1(bn °n) (d(y;s) )
ds= c + fo

0n -In
eT(y;s

= c - f1(
(y ;s

eT.,$)ds

= c + (0,...,0,A1(o)-A1(1),...,An(o)-An(1))T.

Thus, the left endpoint condition is satisfied.

y(1) = c + fink1(s,1)F(y;s)ds

On d(y;s) ds

= c + fo
1(In

On On
eT(y;s)

1 ((Y;s))0

= c + (x1(1)-xl(o),...,xn(1)-xn(o),0,...,0)T,

Thus the right endpoint condition is satisfied.

y1(t) = a (ftk1 (s,t)F(y;s)ds) + (Ilk2'(s OF(Y;s)ds)o t

= c+

40

y(t) = c + flok(s,t)F(y;s)ds and

k (s.t
1 -

In On)

(0n
on

(2.12)

0

2
= n nk (s't)

(0

0

(2.13)

Define

n n

k(s,t) =
k2(s,t)

cist;1

c*t<sl
(2.14)

It must be verified that with the above kernel (2.14), the two



= ki(t;t)F(y;t) - k2(t;t)F(y;t)

= F(y;t)

Thus, the derivative condition is satisfied. And

y(t) = c + I1k(s,t)F(y;s)ds (2.15)

is an integral equation representation for the nonlinear optimal

control problem. Clearly the kernel of (2.15) is discontinuous at

o:Ts = t<1.

Remark 2.2 F(y;t) is continuous in y and piecewise continuous

41

*
in t in

Nv
for class Q optimal control problems.

Proof From (2.10) and (2.11),

The function f is continuous in RnxRmx0(f) by assumption (i) of theorem

F(y;t) =
f(x,q(x,A;t);t)

(
-DfT(x,q(x,A;t);t)A(t)
DX

1.1 and from the implicit function theorem, q(x,A;t) is continuous in

x,A and piecewise continuous in t in Nv Moreover, by assumption (ii)

to theorem 1.1, f is continuous in Rnxex0(f) while A(t) is continuous

DX

in t. Therefore, the composition f(x,q(x,A;t);t) is continuous in x,

and piecewise continuous in t. Likewise, the composition and product

A(t)f(x,q(x,A;t);t) is continuous in x, and piecewise continuous in

t. Thus the remark is proved.
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Numerical methods for obtaining approximate solutions to (2.15) are

discussed in chapter 4.

2.2 Examples

Example I Let ucQ4 unconstrained.

x1(t) = u(t)

x(o) = xo

,

3(u) = - 1/2 f1okx2 + u2 (t))dt .

This example is example 1 of section 1.2.

A1(t) = x(t) , A(1) = 0

v(t) = x(t)

and x1(t) = x(t)

x' (0 = x(t)

Substituting (2.5) and (2.6) where A = 0, B = 1, Q = -1, R = -1,

yr,t) = -r o0-*.t..51

k2(r,t) = -t ot<r.<1 .

Example 2 Let uEQA unconstrained.

x' (t) =(11° -11 0)(5)((ln+ ill -11)(u 1112((tt)))

and1 T (-1 0) uT,., (-2 0)
3(u) = 1/2 fo(x (0 0 ..1 x( ) (t) 0 _2 j u(t))dt

At(t) = - ATA(t) - Qx(t)

k(r,t) +



eat =

AT = A

eATt = (eAt)T = (cost

sint

-sint cost

D = BR BT =. Using (2.5) and (2.6)-1 1

0 1

cost -sint\ cos(s) sin(s) cos(s) -;sin(s)

ki(r,t) =
-(sint cost/

r

sin(s) cos(s)i sin(s) cos(s)
I, dsX

cosr

sinr)(I-sinr cosr
(cos(r+t) -sin(r+t)

_

sin(r+t) cos(r+t) . Likewise,

(cos(r+t) -sin(r+t)

,t) =

sin(r+t) cos(r+t)

o - 1

=( 1)x(t) +( C))x(t)
0 0 1

v(t)
R-1BTA(t)

)sint
cost
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Example 3 Let ucs2A unconstrained.

x(t) = - x2(t) + u(t)

x(0) = xo

J(u) = - 1/2 1(x2(0 + 2(t))dt

H(x,u,A;t) = - x2(t)A(t) + u(t)A(t) - 1/2x2(0 - 1/2u2(0

DH = A(t) - u(t)
Duu

= - pH = 2x(t)A(t) + x(t)

v(t) = A(t)

2(t) + A(t)
(t) F(y(t);t)

2x(t)A(t) + x(t)
/

Tx2(s) +A(S)l

0

(31 s<t1.

Using (2.15) k(s,t)F(y,$) 1)t

1 I
0

2x(s)X(s) + x(s) 04t<s1

and y(t) = (x0,0)T + f1k(s,t)F(y;s)ds .
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3. CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS

AND THE CONDITIONAL GRADIENT ALGORITHM

3.1 Introduction

This chapter applies the conditional gradient method to constrained

optimal control problems.

Definition 3.1 Let f:S6-6-R be a functional from the subset S of

a normed linear space )7 into the real numbers. Suppose there is

x ES such that

f(x)f(x) for all xeS.

Then f will be called locally concave if f(x) is concave in

Nx* = {x:xcS,11x-x 117-5.6,E>o}. The class of optimal control problems on

which the conditional gradient method is applied will be those which

satisfy the conditions of theorem 1.1 whose cost functionals are locally

concave; call this class of optimal control problems class R.

Unconstrained problems which are not in class Q can be solved by the

conditional gradient method if they belong to class R. Furthermore,

class R is not empty since it will be shown that the linear quadratic

problems belong to class R.

The conditional gradient algorithm generates a sequence of controls

{uk} if a function u1(t) can be found such that ulcoA. If the differ-

ential constraints of (1.1) had included right hand endpoint conditions

for x; that is, x(u;1) = si for 1. 1.n-2, finding an admissible initial

control to start the conditional gradient becomes a problem in itself.

ForA as defined in theorem 1.1,
u1 coA'

Thus, the conditioral
- m

gradient method can always be started.
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3.2 The Conditional Gradient Algorithm and its Application to

Optimal Control Problems

The conditional gradient is often called the steepest descent

method. The name conditional gradient has been used in conjunction

with the application of the steepest descent method to optimal

control problems by Denyanov and Rubinov (4) and Krabs (12). In this

thesis, the name conditional gradient is used in conjunction with the

steepest ascent method applied to optimal control problems.

Assume the optimal control problem belongs to class R and ukEs2A

where
uk

is in the convex neighborhood of concavity. A direction

hkEQA-uk is chosen so that

DJ(uk)hk = sup DJ(uk)h

hcQA-uk

It will be shown below that there exists such a hk. If DJ(uk)hko

by remark 1.5, v = uk and the algorithm is terminated where un = uk

for all n?.k. Otherwise, DJ(uk)heo.

The step size «1(6(0,1] is calculated as follows. The function

gkk) J(uk+-hk),Ocl (3.1)

is continuous, real valued and differentiable. Since

gik(0) = DJ(uk)h1/4>0,g(.)> g(0) in a righthand neighborhood of zero.

Thus, let -1(6(0,1] be a point for which gk(-) is maximum. This implies

J(uk+-khk)>J(uk).

Let
uk = uk

+ hk' so that ukcoA

uk + .khk = (1-.k)uk + -kukEQA

since QA is convex. Let uk+1 = uk + .khk, replace uk by uol and

restart the process.



A few lammata will be presented next. First the conditional

gradient algorithm is restated in a general setting.

Let f:Sc.R.,R, S convex and f concave. The conditional gradient

algorithm is as follows:

Suppose xkcS

Pick hk6S-xk so that

Df(xk,hk)?.Df(x ,h) for all heS-xk

If Df(xk,hk).<0 set xn = xk

for all n>k and stop. Otherwise,

Pick akE(0,1] so that

f(xk + cckhk)?.f(xk + .hk) 0.<cc.<1

Set x01 = xk + -khk, replace k by k+1

and go to step 2.

The conditional gradient method as applied to class R can be found

in Demyanov and Rubinov (4) as well as in Krabs (12). The algorithm

is developed here with explicit formulas to be used in conjunction with

interval analytic techniques set forth in chapter 4. Moreover, if

D2J(u) is negative definite, a bound on Ilv-uk 11 is obtained. It will

be shown that for the linear quadratic problems, D2J(u) is negative

definite which means that an interval extension function for v(t) can be

obtained. For class R, J(v) will be shown to lie in an interval.

Repeated use is made of the fact that continuous concave functions are

weakly upper semicontinuous and that a weakly upper semicontinuous

function attains its supremum on weakly compact sets.
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Lemma 3.1 (Denyanov and Rubinov (4) or Krabs (12)) Let X be

a linear space and concave. Then Df(x,h) exists and Df(x,h)

is concave with respect to h for fixed x.
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The proof of the above is elementary since the differential quotient

f(x+th) - f(x)

is nonincreasina.

Lemma 3.2 (Krabs (12)) Let 5--( be a Banach space, ScY convex and

weakly compact. Let f:S±R, f continuous and concave. Assume xlES and

that there is hkES-xk such that Df(xk,hk)Df(xk,h) hES-xk where

{xk} k = 2,... is a nonterminating conditional gradient sequence. If

Df(xk,hk)0,

then f(xk)÷sup f(x)

xES

Proof Let f(zk)÷sup f(x). By concavity and lemma 3.1,
xES

f(zk) - f(xk).<Df(xk,zk-xk) (3.2)

By the definition of hk,

f(zk) - f(xk)Of(xk,zk-xk)Df(xk,hk)

and lim f(zk) lim Df(xk,hk) + lim f(xk) .

k- k k.4-0

Therefore sup f(x) lim f(xk).< sup f(x)

xES xES

which was to be shown.

Suppose that sup f(x) = f(z), zES. By choosing zk = z for all k

xES
in lemma 3.2

Df(xk,hk)f(z) - f(xk)?.0 (3.3)

and lim f(xk) = f(z)

k÷-

Equation (3.3) gives a bound for If(z) - f(xn)1 which will be used in



chapter 4.

Lemma 3.3 (Demyanov and Rubinov (4)) Let f, S, hk and

IxkI
satisfy the conditions of lemma 3.2. In addition suppose that

Df(x,h) is Lipschitz as a map from S to the space of bounded linear

functionals from 7. to R . Then,

lim Df(xn,hn)40 .

n-+-0

Proof: Remark 1.7 with 11'11 ' 1 1, the absolute value where

11 11'11 Ilys

If(xn+1) - (f(xn) Df(xn,xn+i-xn))ki-s11xn+1 xn112

Let
-X-n+1

=
xn

+
-hn

for any 06(0,1). Substituting in the above

- f(xn) - .Df(xn,hn)-cc21-51Ihn112f(xn+1)

S convex, weakly compact implies S is bounded.
LetIlhn112s

Moreover, f(x0.1) f(x0.1) where xn+1 = xn + ccrihn. Thus,

f(xn+1) - f(xn) + «LsMs2 Df(xn,hn)>0 .

CC

Let E>0 be given and choose - = E . Since S is weakly compact,

L M2SS
there exists N such that for all n?.N,f(xn+1) - f(xn). 62/4Ls Ms2,

Then

O<Df(xn,hn)E which was to be shown.

The remarks and lemmata of chapter 1 prove that under the assumptions

to theorem 1.1, DJ(u)h is FrOchet and satisfies a Lipschitz condition

in LIEQA. For class R, DJ(u)h is concave with respect to h by lemma 3.1.

The FrOchet derivative is continuous with respect to h and QA-u

bounded. Therefore,
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sup,DJ(uk)h exists for some h in
QA-uk

and

hectA-uk

lim DJ(uk)hk4-0 by lemma 3.3 .

By lemma 3.2, lim J(uk)-+J(v). Equation (3.3) becomes

k--)--

0J(v) - J(uk)DJ(uk)hk .

The function hk(t) is calculated as follows for class R and

l,w
sup DJ(uk)h = sup J

pou-k(t)h(t)dtDU

hEQA-Uk

ha2A-uk

where h = w -
uk

for some west
A'

The second integral is constant. Thus,

the supremum is taken over the first integral where the supremum of the

left hand side of the above is achieved if

sup f131-1
o--k(t)w(t)dt

wEsiA

is achieved. Moreover, since

flkaH (t)w(t)f11M-1 (t)1.1w(t)Idto
Du

1

I IM-1 v(t)Idt
j=1 o

the supremum will be attained if there exists WEQA such that the above

inequality is an equality. If the jth component of w is

= sup (flpH (t)w(t)dt -H (t)u (t)dt)
o--k k

(3.4)
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w.(t) = sgn k(t)
Si

DU.

1:jm

1 for t such that DH k(t0
au

(3.5)

-1 for t such that A k(t)<0 .

au.

then the above inequality is an equality. However, it must be shown that

1

w(t) as defined above belongs to QA.

Remark 3.4 If f(t) is a real valued function, fEL1[0,1], then
2

sgn f(t)L[0,11.

Proof: The range of sgn f(t) is ({1},{-1}),{1},{-1}

(sgn f)-1(1) = f-1([0.00)), and

(sgn f)-1(-1) = f-1((- ,0)). But f is given to be p-measurable on

(0,-) and (_co,0) so that each of the above sets described by the two

inverses are p-measurable. Therefore, their unions are and sgn f(t)

is Lebesque integrable on [0,1]. Since Isgn f(t)l, sgn f(t) c L12[0,1]

which was to be shown.

Remark 1.4 implies that w(t)EL[0l] and w(t)L[0,1].

11141103 1 by construction. Therefore, Wc4.

Define w(t) = (sgn ,A_1((t))T where
au

wi(0 is defined by (3.5)

hk(t) = sgn Ak(t) - uk(t) (3.6)

au

1

hkEQA - uk

Note that if BH (t)=0 a.e. then DJ(uk)h=0 for all hEgA - uk , uk is the

optimal control and the conditional gradient algorithm is stopped.

1

In this case hk(t) can be any vector in QA - Uk.
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The conditional gradient algorithm in the unconstrained case would

2
proceed as follows. It is assumed that there is an optimal control

VcQA'

Let 2A =n = fu:u Lm[OW
'

5n, n = 1, 2,...}. For each n,
2 -

the conditional gradient algorithm can be carried out as outlined

above. Since
VeQN

for some finite N, the method produces an optimal

cost functinal in a finite number of steps. For the remaining

portion of chapter 3,QA is oA or Qn.

Remark 3.5 Let the optimal control problem belong to class R.

Then

fu:u,ukcoA , J(u)3(uk)} is closed and convex.

Proof By assumption J(u) is concave and continuous. Therefore

Sk
is closed. The convexity of

Sk
follows from the concavity of J(u)

and the remark is proved.

If
fuk}

is the conditional gradient sequence, then

vcSk+i= Skc...c,Sic:oA for all 12.1.

Lemma 3.6 Assume that for all z(t) / 01;1 a.e.

MIlz11
12TizTD2.,u

J( )zrrIllzIlr2/1<0

ueSi. Then for {uk} the conditional gradient sequence,

Ilv uk112 5 _IyIDJ(uk)11 . (3.7)

Note that the hypothesis implies that J(u) is concave in Sl.

Proof: J(u) is a real valued function and its Taylor series is

J(u) - J(uk) - DJ(uk)(u-uk) = 1/2(u-uk)TD2J(171)(u-uk)

1/211111u uk1122=0

where = .u(t) + (1-,x)uk(t) ccE(0,1), uESk .

Thus, -6ESk by the convexity of Sk.



Therefore, since J(u)J(uk) and

DJ(uk)(u-uk)J(u) - J(uk):0

Iml Ilu-uk1122:1J(u) - J(uk) - DJ(uk)(u-uk)1

0J(uk)(u-uk)

:11Muk)11 Ilu-uk112

Ilu-uk112=/111DJ(uk)11 ucSk

Since vES for all k,

Ilv uk112 2 11111(uk)11

7-111

which was to be shown.

Equation (3.7) does not imply that

ucv in L1121[0,11

because what is known is that

DJ(uk)hk-4-0

which does not guarantee that the operator norm of DJ(uk) is small.

However, since 11DJ(uk) 11 can be calculated explicitly, (3.7) does

provide a useful bound if 11DJ(uk )11 is small. For the unconstrained

problem, 11DJ(uk )11 will be small for large k and (3.7) is a useful

estimate.

3.2.1 Linear Quadratic Cost Problems - Equations to be used in

the conditional gradient are developed. The second derivative of J(u)

is shown to be negative definite which means a bound (3.7) can be

obtained. It is explicitly evaluated. The linear quadratic equations

are given by (1.9). First the formula for the step size is derived.

y(t) = fteA(t-s)8h(s)dsLet (3.8)
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Remark 3.7 f1o(xu(t)Qy(t)+UT(t)Rh(t))dt = DJ(u)h.

Proof DJ(u)h = f1D11(u)h(t)dt
au

ald(u) = Au(t)B + uT(t)R

DU

1

-AT(t-s)Qx (s)ds)TAu(t) = (fte

1 T,_,,_A(s-t )ds.
ftxu°)I4

Thus,

foftx-ru(t)NA(s-t)dsh(t)dt +flaH(u)h(t)dt =li '

'-ft71

flu T(t)Rh(t)dt
.

Switchthe order of integration of the first integral, exchange the

variables s and t and substitute for y(t) using (3.8). It can be seen

that,

DJ(u)h = flo(xTu(t)QfeA(t-s)Bh(s)ds+uT(t)Rh(t))dt

= f1o(xTu(t)Qy(t)+uT(t)Rh(t))dt

which was to be shown.

Remark 3.8 D2J(u)hh = f1(yT(t)Qy(t)+hT(t)Rh(t))dt.

Proof: Using the representation of DJ(u)h given by remark 3.7,

and recalling the equation for xuol, the following is obtained.

DJ(u+h2)h1-DJ(u)h1 = fol(xl-u+h2(t)Qyi(t)+(u(t)+h2(t))TRhi(t)

- xl-u(t)Qpi(t)+uT(t)Rhi(t))dt

1 T
= fo(y2(t)Qp1(t)+h2(t)Rh1(t))dt

where
2

fleA(t-s)
-Bh2(t)dt.

1 T
Thus, setting D2J(u)h2h1, = fo(y2(t) Qy (t)+h2(t),Rh,(t))dt,

it can be seen that 02J(u)h2h1 is linear in h1 for fixed u and h2 and

linear in h2 for fixed u and h That D21J(u)h2h1 is a bounded linear
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operator for all uEQA (in fact for all ucLIT21[0,1]) follows from the fact

that D2J(u)h2h1 is independent of u and the definition of the matrices

Q and R where the explicit bounds are derived below. Thus, the

remark is proved.

Remark 3.9 D2J(u) is symmetric, negative definite and bounded

below.

Proof:

D2J(u)hh = f1o(YT (t)QAt) hT(t)Rh(t))dt

<f1hT(t)Rh(t)dt
o

<0 for all h(t) / Om a.e. .

2
In particular D2J(u)hhrml1h112<0

where
rm

is the largest eigenvalue of R which is negative since R is

negative definite. Moreover,

D2J(u)hhig1
2

11Y112
2

1'111[1112

where q1 and r, are the smallest eigenvalues, of Q and R respectively.

2 A' 'tA(t-s)
11Y112

f[foe 'Bh(s)ds]T. [fee 'Bh(s)ds]dt

1 ti A(t-s) T t A(t-s)
fofole Bh(s)Idsfole Bh(s)Ids

IlitleA(t-s)Bh(s)Ids112
o 2

ileAll2*I1B112sIlh112S
2

el1111.2.
r-s 111311s2'llh1122

Therefore,

I1A112
2 2 2 2

(cile slIBIls+r1)11h 112. 0 J(u)hhrmllh112<0 for all h(t)/tim a.e.

and the remark is proved.

Note that D2J(u) is independent of u. Thus, the step size can be



and
« = - DJ(u)h

D2J(u)hh

is well defined and positive where u and h come from the conditional

gradient sequence. Here h(t)t-0-m a.e. since the conditional gradient

sequence would have terminated if h(t) = Um a.e. The step size is

= min (-;,1) .

Remark 3.10 The cost functional of the linear quadratic problem

(1.9) is strictly concave.

Proof:
x (t) =

«xul(t)
+

(3xu2(t)

(211 , f3= 1 - «

«u12

Thus, J(«u1+riu2) - («J(u1)+P,J(u2)) =

-1/2.cf1_((x (t)-x (0)TQ(x. (t)-x (t)) +
u ul u2 u2

(u1(t)-u2(t))R(u1(t)-u2(t)))dt>0

and the remark is proved.

The results of this section can be used in conjunction with

interval analytic techniques developed in chapter 4 to obtain approximate

solutions with guaranteed error bounds.

3.2.2 Nonlinear Problems - The nonlinear optimal control problem

is difficult to solve via the conditional gradient method not only

because it is difficult to solve the associated nonlinear differential

equations, but a formula for the step size cck is not available in

general. Moreover, it must be shown that a particular nonlinear problem

belongs to class R. If a bound for Ilv-uk 11 is to be obtained, the

(3.9)
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calculated as follows

g() = J(u+crh)

= J(u) + 'DJ(u)h u (u)hh
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second derivative must be shown to be negative definite.

Assume the nonlinear problem is in class R. The algorithm can be

carried out numerically if a way can be found to obtain cck so that

J(u01)>J(uk). The method outlined below is a standard method.

Let 0<-1<...<N = 1 be a partition of [0,1]. Then r.k = min «i

such that guk+ocihk)>J(uk).

Guaranteed error bounds to approximate solutions of nonlinear

optimal control problems are derived by techniques developed in chapter

4.

3.2 Example

Let
uEQA

x1(t) = u(t) A = 0 , b = 1

x(0) = 1

1,
J(u) = -1/2I00(2 (t)+u2 (t))dt Q = -1 , R = -1

Two iterations of the conjugate gradient are carried out. Recall from

example 1 of chapter 1 that

v(t) = 1 (et-e2e-t)

e2+1

x(t) = 1 (et+e2e-t)

e2+1

J(v) = - e2-1 - .380797078

2(e2((

x(t) = 1 + ftou(s)ds

H(x,u,A.,t) = u(t)A(t) - 1/2x2(t) - 1/2u2(0



911(u) = A(t) - u(t)

DH(u) = x(t)

Dx

A(t) = - fitx(s)ds

From equation (3.9)

y(t) = itoh(s)ds

= - flo(x(t)y(t)+u(t)h(t))dt

1 2 2
fo(y (t)+h (t))dt

ITERATION 1 Let u(t) = 0

x1(t) = 1

= -

A1
= t - 1

21.11l(t) = t - 1 ; 0
Du

h1(t) = - 1

= f1o(t-1)(-1)dt = 1/2>0

y1(t) = - t

11(-t)dt
-

= 3/8
=

1

fo(t2 +1)dt

ITERATION 2 u2(t) = u1(t) + -1h1(t) = - 3/8

x2(t) = 1 - 3/8t

= - 13/32 > - 1/2 = J(u )
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x2(t) = - 3/16t2 + t - 13/16

atl2(t) = - 3/16t2 - 7/16. Let a - 8 - .48
Du 3

h2(0 =T5/8
0.<t.<a

DJ(u2)h2 = 1/8a3-a2+7/8a .2 < = DJ(u1)h1

-5/8t ID;ta

11/8t - 2a a<t.<1

-2 = 13/16a - a2 + 1/8a3
3 p.:., .141

121/48 - 91/24a + 4a2 - 43/12a

Y2(t)

11/8 a<t;1
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4. TWO NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING OPT[MAL

CONTROL PROBLEMS WITH AUTOMATICALLY CALCULATED

ERROR BOUNDS USING INTERVAL ANALYSIS

Integral equations and the conditional gradient algorithm have been

used to analyze class Q and class R optimal control problems respectively.

The numerical methods which will be applied to obtain approximate

solutions to class Q and class R problems with guaranteed error bounds

is the subject of this chapter.

4.1 Interval Analysis and Optimal Control Problems

The computer is used to obtain approximate solutions with

guaranteed error bounds representing the accumulation of discretization

error and computer round-off for unconstrained linear quadratic problems

and class R optimal control problems. The accumulation of error is

accomplished using interval arithmetic computer programs RIA (rounded

interval arithmetic), developed for the Control Data Cyber 70 - Model

73 digital computer by Winter (17). He also developed a linear integral

equation solver FRED, which yields approximate solutions with

guaranteed error bounds. The documentation for RIA and FRED is found

in Winter (17). Though Winter (17) develops a nonlinear integral

equation solver URYSOHN, its application to unconstrained optimal

control problem whose integral equation representation is nonlinear

is not possible since the kernel (2.15) is discontinuous. Suggestions

for obtaining approximate solutions to (2.15) with guaranteed error

bounds is the subject of section 4.2.2.

The computer program FRED is used to obtain a rigorous evaluation

of the unconstrained linear quadratic problem. Problems which are
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The solution to the unconstrained nonlinear optimal control

problem as transformed into the nonlinear equation (2.15) is

61

solved using the conditional gradient method will require a two stage

process the second of which uses the computer programs RIA to obtain

a rigorous evaluation of the control problem.

4.2 Unconstrained Problems

The use of FRED yields a rigorous evaluation of the state function.

That is, equation (2.8) is solved using FRED. Equation (2.8) is a

linear integral equation of the state function x(t). Its rigorous

evaluation yields an interval extension function xI(tI) which can be

used to obtain a rigorous evaluation of A(t) using a first prder method

(since the first derivative of x(t) is bounded) in conjunction with

equation (2.2). The interval extension function XI(t1) can be

substituted into equation (2.1) to obtain a rigorous evaluation of

v(t). Lastly, if the rigorous evaluation of the cost functional is

desired,

JI(vI) = 1/2 f10(xIT (tI )()I xI (tI ) + vI (tI)RIvI(tI))dt

is calculated using the Riemann sum method where the Riemann sum

method is defined below.

I I I

faf(t)dt
c f

(Pmj)Wmj
(4.1)

i=1

For the above, RIA is used to evaluate the sum and partitions of

[ai,bi] of [a,b] have the property that

[a.,b.] = P c,PI
J J mj mj

and the weights
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y(t) = (xT(t),x(t))T

which assumes the problem belongs to class Q and that an explicit

function q(x,;t) exists. The functions x and x are substituted into

equation (2.9) and (t) is obtained. If the cost functional is to be

evaluated, then x and v are substituted into

J(v) = f1L(x,v;t)dt .

4.2.1 Linear Quadratic Problems - The computer program FRED can

applied to the linear integral equation (2.8) in conjunction with the

midpoint rule since the kernel (2.7) is continuous and its first

derivative with respect to the integrating factor is bounded. The

following two functions and their partials are needed for the

implementation of FRED.

g(r,t) = k(r,t)eArx0

1 '
(r t)eArxo

Lk2(r't)eArx0

(4.3)

h(r,t,u) = k(r,t)k(u,r)

(r,t)ki(u,r)

(r,t)k2(u,r) 0.<r<u5J.5,1

(4.4)

(r,t)ki(u,r) Cl t<1.11

(r,t)k2(u,r) .

The partials needed are r,t) and ah(r,t,u) and can be obtained in

ar

a straight forward manner. The specific equations used for one

dimensional test problems are derived in appendix A.

4.2.2 Nonlinear Problems - The nonlinear unconstrained optimal

control problem transformed into a nonlinear integral (2.15) has an
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inherent discontinuity in its kernel at s = t. Moreover, for all

nonlinear integral equation representations of nonlinear unconstrained

optimal control problems given by Falb and deJong (6), it can be

shown that the kernel is discontinuous at s = t. If a nonlinear

integral equation representation could be found such that the kernel

were continuous in s and t, then the method of Winter (17) might be

applied to obtain approximate solutions with guaranteed error bounds.

The first suggestion for obtaining a rigorously evaluated y(t)

that may work is the following. Consider (2.10) and (2.11). Instead

of transforming the optimal control problem into a nonlinear integral

equation (2.15), regard it as the two point boundary problem below.

y(t) (xT(t),x(t))Teen

Yl(t) = F(Y;t)

yi(0) = xi(0) i = 1,...,n

y.(1) = A(l) i = n+1,...,2n .

(4.5)

Using ordinary arithmetic and standard numerical techniques for obtaining

approximate solutions to boundary valued problems such as the "shooting"

method, approximate the solution to (4.5). Next consider the integral

equation (2.15) as the following operator equation.

P(y)(t) = y(t) flok(s,t)F(y;s)ds-c . (4.6)

It can be shown that,

DP(y)h(t) = h(t) - flok(s,t)aF(y;s)h(s)ds
ay

if aF exists and is continuous in y for fixed s and bounded in [0,1]
y

for fixed y. Moreover, if D2P(y)hh can be shown to exist or if aF(y;s)
ay

can be shown to satisfy a Lipschitz condition in y for sE[0,1], then the



Kantorovich theorem guaranteeing the existence and uniqueness of

solutions to (4.6) can be applied to the approximate solution of (4.5).

First the Kantorovich theorem is stated without proof, and then its

application in conjunction with the approximate solution of (4.5) is

outlined.

Let X be a Banach space, B(x,r) be an open ball of radius r

centered at x and t(x,r) denote its closure. Define the functions

w and w+ by

1 - /1-2h/h

and

vs-4-(h) = (1+J=75)/h

Theorem 4.1 (Kantorovich) Assume P is a twice differentiable

operator on a Banach space X, xoeX , r>0 and

(DP(x0))-1 exists in the space of bounded linear

operators from X to X with 11(DP(x0))-1

11P(x0)11 ,

11D2P(x)lk dfor all xd(xo,r),

h =

r?.1-0 = (.N(h)
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Then there exists a unique x EB(x
o
,r o) such that P(x ) = 0. If h<1/2,

then x is the unique zero of P in B(x0,r)AB(x0,r1) where r1 = .f3w+(h).

It is possible to weaken the differentiability assumption on P and

replace condition (3) with the condition that 11DP(x) - DP(y) II: Ilx-YII

w(h) =
1 h = 0



for all x,y in B(xor).

Let Y- be the approximate solution from (4.5) and use it in theorem

4.1 as
xo.

Assume -4 and 8 have been rigorously computed and

h = cc2(3b1/2. Then by theorem 4.1, there exists a unique solution y to

(4.6) such that yEB(3/-,r0). The rigorously evaluated extension function

of the unique solution y becomes

yI(tI) = 3-1-I(tI) + [-r ,r ]. (4.7)
o o

_
Here y(t) is exact as a guess to the solution to (4.6) and -y--I(tI) need

only account for computer roundoff. If ti>1 then a better approximation

to the solution of (4.5) is sought.

A second suggestion is to smooth the kernel of (2.15) in the

following way. Define,

(s,t)

1I

k..(s,t) -
I2n

Os. t. 1

k2(s,t)
0;t<sj

k -

Then, (2.15) becomes

Y(t) = c + flok(s,t)F(y;s)ds +

flG
(s'

OF(y;s)00

where Go(s,t) = )'2n

0t<s1

(4.8)
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The first integral is continuous. If a special quadrature rule could be

developed for the second integral whose order of convergence is equal

to that of the first integral, then an approximate solution to (2.15)

might be obtained. Jacoby (10) has done the above for linear

integral equations. However, it may be imnossible to obtain an

approximate solution with guaranteed error bounds; that is, to find

a bound for



IlYk(t) - y(t)Iln

Moreover, a bound for

IJ(uk) - J(v)1

would have to be obtained if a rigorously evaluated approximate solution

to the cost functional is to be found where

uk(t) = q(xk,xk;t)

and the approximate solution yk(t) from (4.11) is used in (2.9).

2
Lastly, consider the following scheme. Suppose ukcQA or

ukEQn
is known

Solve for
xk

in equations (1.1) forward

in time using uk

Solve for
xk '

where

Akl(t) = - xk(t)2f(xk'uk;0 backward
Dx

in time since x(1) is given.

(') uk+1(t) = q(xk,xk;t)

(4) Replace k by k+1 and begin at step (1).

Consider steps (1) through (4) as a map

B RIIRm .

If B(u) can be shown to be a contractive map, then approximate

solutions with guaranteed error bounds can be obtained.

4.3 Interval Analysis Applied to the Constrained Optimal Control Problem

The conditional gradient method and its application in obtaining

rigorously evaluated solutions is outlined next. Whereas the

unconstrained optimal control problem was solved assuming a normal

condition, this condition was not imposed on the constrained problems
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though the concavity of the cost functional was assumed. Unconstrained

problems whose cost functionals are concave can be rigorously evaluated

by the method outlined below.

Rigorously evaluated solutions to class R problems involve a two

stage process, a pre-interval analytic stage, and an interval analytic

stage. In the pre-interval analytic stage, stage A, an initial guess

u1cs-2A
is obtained; for example, u1(t)m. The conditional gradient

method is employed on J(u) using standard arithmetic and differential

techniques. If DJ(uk)hk is nonpositive, then enter the interval

analytic stage, stage B, with v(t) = uk(t). Otherwise, after it

appears that there is little change in the values of succeeding cost

functinals, enter stage B if the problem cannot be shown to have a

negative definite second derivative D20(u). When D23(u) is known

to be negative definite evaluate

2 11W(uk)11
1mi

If this value is sufficiently small, go to stage B. Otherwise, an

improvement to the above is sought by re-entering stage A with uk,

the last control function obtained. If the value

211DJ( )11uk

iml

shows no significant decrease after a predetermined number of loops back

into stage A, go to stage B and a rigorous evaluation of v(t) using

(3.7) should be avoided.

Stage B is carried out as follows. The last iterate uk is

assumed to be exact and its interval extension function accounts for

round-off error so that u(t) is obtained using RIA. A rigorous

evaluation of xk(t) is obtained using the Riemann sum method (4.1)

when the problem is linear quadratic. Otherwise, use an interval
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version of Euler's method.

The rigorous evaluation of Ak(t) is made next using an interval

midpoint rule if the problem is linear quadratic. Otherwise, an

interval Euler method is employed. RIA is used to evaluate Mlk
DU

and hk rigorously. At the same time, if 2 IIDJ(uk)Il is sufficiently

1111

small, evaluate this value using RIA. The formula for the latter

value in the linear quadratic case is derived in appendix B.

The value of the interval containing J(v) can be determined by

applying the Riemann sum method to the defining integral of J(uk) and

thus

I I I

J(v) r JI (uk) + DI J(uk)hk (4.9)

using RIA for this calculation. Stage B is stopped unless 2 11J(uk)!!

Iml

is sufficiently small. If it is, then let the interval containing it

be denoted as follows,

2 IllIguk)11' [d,e] 2nd E [-e,ei.

TrFIT

This means from equation (3.8) 2nd appendix B, that

v(t)= 4((t) + E/

where the addition is performed using RIA. The entire method is

outlined below.

Stage A: Pre-interval analytic

Suppose ukcQA or ukEQrl is known.

1. xk(0 is obtained by solving

xik(t) = f(xk,u0t)

xk(0) = xo

forward in time.



Ak(0 is obtained by solving

Aik(t) = - aH(xk,uk,Ak;t)
Dx

k(1) = A(1)

backward in time.

Calculate Hk(t) = xk(t)af(xk,uk;t)
au au

Calculate the optimal direction,

hk(t) = sgn ayt) uk(t)
Du

Calculate

DJ(uk)hk = floDHk(t)hk(t)dt

au

If nonpositive enter stage B with

v(t) = uk(t). Otherwise proceed to

step 6.

The stepsizek is calculated using

equation (3.9) if solving a linear

quadratic problem or by the method

described in section 3.2.2 using (3.10).

Set ukil(t) = uk(t) + cckhk(t)

The convergence criteria is checked,

0.Muk4.1) - J(uk);e/

where
c1

is a small number. However,

since J(u) can be costly to evaluate at

each iteration, the succeeding values

of control functions is often used as
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a convergence check. Since uk is not

guaranteed to converge to v, caution

should be exercised in using the

difference of succeeding control

functions as a convergence test.

If the convergence test is met

go to stage B unless the problem is

known to have a negative definite

second derivative 02J(u) in which

case go to step 9. If the convergence

test is not met, go to step 1 with

uk1_1 replacing uk.

9. Check to see if

2 11DJ(uk)11;e2
1ml

If the check is met, to to stage B.

If the value has improved from its

last evaluation, make El smaller and

go to step 1 with ukil replacing uk.

Otherwise, go to stage B. If there is

little or no improvement in succeeding

values after a predetermined number of

loops back to step 1, go to stage B.

Stage B: Interval Analytic Stage

1. Obtain the interval extension function

u(t) using RIA to round up and down

to compensate for the finite represen-

tation of a number by the computer.
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Evaluate x(t) forward in time using

equation (4.1) if the problem is linear

or an interval Euler method using RIA

and error bounds.

If stage B was entered as a result of

DJ(uk)hk0, go to step 8. Otherwise,

evaluate XI(t) backward in time using

an interval midpoint rule for linear

quadratic problems or an interval Euler

method by applying RIA and error bounds.

Calculate 3F1I(t) using RIA.

DU

Calculate h(t) using RIA.

I I

Calculate DJI (uk)hk(t) by multiplying

aH (t) and h(t) using RIA and integrating
Tu-k

using (4.1).

7. If the problem is not negative definite

or if the 2 IIDJ(uk)11 was found to be

1mi

large, go to step 8. Otherwise, calculate

2 OH (xk,uk,Ak;t)112

w<
since 11DJ(uk) IldliL11,11 2 (see Appendix B)

Let [d,e] denote the interval containing

(4.10). Using RIA, perform the following

steps

(a) v/(t) = 4(t) + [d,e].

(4.10)
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Calculate xi(t) using vi(t) as

in step B2.

If Ai(t) is desired, use xi(t), vi(t),

as in step B3.

10

Evaluate Ji(vi)
1LI(xI,vI

;t)dt

using (4.1) if a rigorous evaluation

is necessary.

Stop the process.

Calculate JI(vI) using (4.9) where

JI(uI) = flLI(xI,uI'.t)dt
k o k k

is evaluated using (4.1).

Stop.

Some of the equations and bounds necessary to implement stage A

and stage B for linear quadratic problems are found in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the equations and bounds needed by

Winters (17) one-dimensional linear integral equation solver FRED,

as applied to unconstrained linear quadratic optimal control problems.

For the one dimensional case

at t a(t-s)u(s)dsx(t) = exo + b
foe

x(t) col)e-a(t-S)x(s)ds

J(u) = 1/2f1[qx2(0 + pu(t)]dt

qo p<o where p is used in place of r so that it is not

confused with the integrating-factor r.

From (2.5)

75

k1
(r,t) =

2 ar r e-2as dseat .e .f
o

= b2q. eat (e-ar-ear) a#0 (A.1)

2ap

k(r,t) = b2q r
1

a=0 (A.2)

From (2.6)

2arat.t-2as
k(r't)

b c,

.Jr

ds2o
= b2q ear(e-at-eat) a#0 (A.3)

2ap

k2(r,t) = - b2q.t a=0 (A.4)

P

x(t) - folk(r,t(r)dr =
eatxo

k(r,t) =

k (r t)
1 '

Or t1.5)

k2(r't)
Cit<r. 1 (A.5)



Recall g(r,t) = k(r,t)eArx0. From (4.5), a#0 (A.1), and (A.2)

'eat(e-ar-ear)

g(r,t) = b2qx eat (A.6)

2ap °
ear(e-at-eat) (34 t<r1

If a=0

Recall h(r,t,u) = k(r,t)k(u,r). From (4.6), a#0

eat(1-e2ar)(e-au-eau)

eat(e-ar-ear)2eau

h(r,t,u) = b4q2

4a2p2 e2ar(e-at-eat)(e-au-eau) (A.8)

V(1-e2ar)(e-at-eat)eau

If a=0

ru

h(r,t,u) 0(12
2

(A.7)

(A.9)

tr

The computer program FRED requires the calculation of

G(t) = flog(r,t)dr and

H(t,u) = floh(r,t,u)dr

and Lipschitz constants Lt and Lt,u are needed. Let a#0, a>0. The

Lipschitz constant Lt for g(r,t) is:
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If a = o Lt = b2cilx01(e3a+ea)

2p

Lt = b2 qlxd
P
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Lt < b4q2e3a(ea+e-a) for a()
,u

2ap2

Ltu 2b4q2
2

(A.12)

at 2ar(eau-e-au)(2aee

since max 1Dh(r,t,u)1 = max b4 q2 2aeat(ear+e-ar)eau
Dr 0. y-J4a 2p 2/

2ae2ar(eat-e-at)(eau-e-au)

( 2ae2ar( e at-e -at au)e

2ae e e-e2a a(a-a)

2a ea(ea+e-a)ea
b4q2

4a 2p2 2a a -a a -a
2ae (e -e )(e -e )

2ae2a(ea-e-a)ea

b q e (e423aa+e-a)
2ap2
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APPENDIX B

This appendix contains the equations and bounds needed in solving

a constrained linear quadratic optimal control as outlined in section

4.3. The formulas not derived in (1.9) which are needed are as

follows. Recall for linear quadratic problems A is a column vector.

T(x,u,x;t) = BTx(t) + Ru(t)
pu

h(t) = sgn(BTA(t) + Ru(t)) -u(t)

1
DJ(u)h =

T
x(t) + Ru(01 - uT(t)BTA(t) - uT(t)Ru(t))dt

(B.3)

y(t) eAtftoe-AsBh(s
)ds

= eAtx + Ite
A(t-s)

.Bsgn M(s)ds - x(u;t)
0 0

DU

= y(t) - x(ir,t) (B.4)

1

cc = - fo(xT (t)Qy(t) + uT(t)Rh(t))dt

T
Io1(y (t)Qy(t) + hT(t)Rh(t))dt

Let y(t) E eAtx
fteA(t-s)

'B sgn M(s)ds. Then
0 0

DU

(B.5)

xT(t)Qy(t) = xT(t)6(t) - xT(t)Qx(t) (B.6)

uT(t)Rh(t) = uT(t)Q sgn M(t) - uT(t)Ru(t) (B.7)

DU

^
yT(t)Qy(t) = y(t)Qy(t) - 2yT(t)Qx(t) + xT(t)Qx(t)

(B.8)

hT(t)Rh(t) = sgnT M(OR sgn M(t) - 2 sanT M(t)Ru(t) +
DU DU DU

UT(t)RU(t) (B.9)
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Suppose 11'11 is any matrix norm, then

IleAtIl
ellAtIl

1

IleAt
I - E (At)3 11 - (At)j111E

j=1 j=k+1

Atli 11 1 1At1 1 + HAW2 +...]

(k+1)! k+2 k+2 k+3)

pAt lellAt11

k+1 !

Therefore, an interval extension function for eAt can be found since

, ,jeAtc II + E (AI tI ) + EI

j=1 j!

79

Ik+lellAtIl
k+1 1111

]
,11

LAW eliML IIwhere 0 = [- At

!k+1 '(k+1)!

Equation (3.6) is used in evaluation of (3.4) where

DJ(uk)hk f1D1-1k(t)hk(t)dt

ou

is obtained from theorem 1.1. Thus, from (BA)

m 1

0J(v) - J(u) .E I laH (t)Idt - (t)u (t)dt
k 1=1 0 --k k

Du

m 1

E fIAk(t)B1 + uT(t)Ril -
k

i=1 (B,11)

f1(AT(t)Buk (t) + uT(t)Ruk (t))dt
0 k k

Let hEQA. The operator norm 11DJ(uk)11 is calculated as follows

sup 1DJ(uk)h1 sup f-ollaik(t)11h(t)Idt

1111112;1 Du

11h1121

sup 112111(t)11211h112

1111112.<1

(B.10)



II TRH + II TDII
IlAk"112 illik"112

Letting r1 denote the largest eigenvalue of R

Ilv-ukl!, 2 IIDJ(uk)11
lril

2 11DH012 or

Ir11 Du

tillTall 4.11 TD11
2 11',1e-112.11uk"112.,1 (B.13)
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The first order midpoint rule that can be used to solve for

A(t) and is given as follows:

Ifbaf(t)dt - f((a+b)/2).(b-a)1.<((b-a)2/4).L

where L is the Lipschitz constant for f on [a,b]. The sup f (s)
asb

could replace L in the above. Let c([a,b]) denote the center of the

interval [a,b]. Using the notation of (4.1)

fbf( t )dt c E f(c(P ))w(PI. ) +
a mj mj

j=1
(B.14)

m I 2 I I
E ((W ) /4)f 1(P )

j=1 mj
mj

where the first sum is performed using ordinary arithmetic and the

second sum is performed using RIA. To add the two quantities, the

first sum is considered exact and rounded up and down to account for

the finite bit representation of a number on the computer and added

using RIA to the interval containing the second sum.

Recall that from (2.2)

-ATt 1 AT
A(t) = e

fte

s
Qx(s)ds

Let f(t) = eA tQx(t). Then

(B.12)
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Therefore,

f (t) = ATeATt A
LQ(Qx(t)

emx(.) + Bu(t))A t

I TI
f( p'. ) = AT eA P QIxI(P ) +

mj ITU r113

TI
eA P QI(AIxI(P ) + BIuI(P)

111] IT1]lj
(8.15)
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